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Abstract

Available coefficient of friction (ACOF) is a common metric of footwear traction performance. 

ACOF is the ratio of friction to normal force, often averaged over a time-interval. The time-

interval needed to achieve repeatable and valid ACOF is unknown. A post-hoc analysis was 

performed on nine shoe-floor-contaminant combinations to assess the repeatability and bias of 

data averaged across 4 time-intervals (2 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms) after the target normal force 

was reached. The ability to predict human slips was assessed for ACOF across these intervals. 

Differences in repeatability and validity across the four intervals were small. However, statistically 

significant differences were observed for the shortest compared with the longest interval (lower 

repeatability yet modestly improved predictive ability). Given the limited impact of time-interval 

on the results, a shorter interval of 50 ms is recommended to enable testing of smaller floor 

samples.

Introduction

Falling accidents initiated by slipping events are a major public safety concern. Falls account 

for 26% of non-fatal occupational injuries (U.S. Department of Labor-Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, 2018). Slipping is a common initiating event of falls in occupational settings 

(Courtney et al., 2001).

Footwear and flooring properties are widely recognized to influence shoe-floor friction 

(Blanchette and Powers, 2015a; Iraqi et al., 2018a; Jones et al., 2018; Moghaddam and 

Beschorner, 2016; Yamaguchi et al., 2015; Yamaguchi et al., 2017). The traction 
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performance of footwear and flooring designs is commonly quantified by the available 

coefficient of friction (ACOF) using a tribometer (Beschorner et al., 2007; Chang et al., 

2001a; Iraqi et al., 2018a; Jones et al., 2018; Wilson, 1990; Yamaguchi et al., 2015; 

Yamaguchi et al., 2017). The ACOF is calculated from the time-series ratio (FF(t)/ FN(t)) of 

friction force (FF(t)) and the normal force (FN(t)). The probability of experiencing a slip can 

be predicted using the difference between ACOF and an individual’s required coefficient of 

friction (RCOF) (Burnfield and Powers, 2006; Hanson et al., 1999; Iraqi et al., 2018a). The 

RCOF is typically calculated from ground reaction forces during unperturbed walking 

(Beschorner et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2011; Hanson et al., 1999).

An important consideration for calculating the ACOF is the selection of the force ration 

time-series. Timing considerations may be important since previous research has identified 

potential time-dependent behavior of friction (described in the subsequent paragraph). The 

timing of ACOF measurements can be parameterized into 1) the duration of the time-interval 

used for the calculation of ACOF; and 2) the time relative to heel contact when the 

measurements begin (Figure 1). The influence of the time relative to heel contact has been 

the subject of previous investigation (Chang et al., 2001a; Grönqvist et al., 2003; Strandberg, 

1985) yet little effort has been focused on the impact of the time-interval duration on the 

measured ACOF. The time-interval varies from a single sample (Blanchette and Powers, 

2015b; Wilson, 1996) to hundreds of ms (Beschorner et al., 2007; Grönqvist et al., 1989; 

Iraqi et al., 2018a; Yamaguchi et al., 2015). Currently, little evidence is available to guide the 

best practice for estimating the ACOF. The beginning of the force ratio time-series used to 

estimate the ACOF is typically when the normal force and/or sliding speed reach a specified 

level, defined by the particular test method (Beschorner et al., 2007; Blanchette and Powers, 

2015b; Cowap et al., 2015; Grönqvist et al., 1989; Iraqi et al., 2018a; Jones et al., 2018; 

Wilson, 1996; Yamaguchi et al., 2015; Yamaguchi et al., 2017) (Figure 1, dotted line). This 

study focuses on the time-interval duration of force ratio data used for calculating the ACOF.

Averaging time-series data over a time-interval can improve repeatability but limit the types 

of flooring that can be tested. Time-series force data and the subsequent force ratio data 

fluctuate throughout a trial (Beschorner et al., 2007; Grönqvist et al., 2003; Grönqvist et al., 

1989). These fluctuations can be due to variations in topography across a floor surface 

(Chang, 2002; Widas, 2013), the stick-slip phenomenon (Chang et al., 2001b; Jones et al., 

2017; Moore, 1972), or time-dependent mechanics (squeeze-film or viscoelastic deformation 

of the shoe material) (Beschorner et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2001b; Grönqvist et al., 2003; 

Grönqvist et al., 1989; Strandberg, 1985). Averaging the force ratio data over time combines 

the peaks and valleys in these fluctuations. A longer interval may improve the repeatability 

of the measurement by reducing the impact of these fluctuations. However, longer time-

intervals have drawbacks that can negatively impact the applicability of the tests. For 

example, longer tests may be incapable of testing shorter floor samples. Thus, identifying 

the shortest averaging interval that also yields repeatable results is desirable.

The biomechanical justification for the selection of a particular averaging interval is unclear. 

Slipping events happen quickly. Typically, the heel starts sliding forward about 30–50 ms 

after heel contact and then reaches its maximum sliding velocity within 200 ms of heel 

contact (Iraqi et al., 2018b). Thus, averaging intervals in the range of 0 ms (representing the 
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instant of slip-start) to 200 ms could be reasonable. Within this range of biomechanically-

appropriate time-intervals, further research is needed regarding the effect of time-interval 

duration on the resulting measurements.

The goal of this study is to evaluate the repeatability, bias, and validity of shoe-floor-

contaminant ACOF values using different force ratio averaging intervals. Validity of the 

different averaging intervals is assessed based on the ability of the calculated ACOF values 

to predict human slips.

2. Methods

This study represents a secondary analysis of a data set that has been presented by Iraqi et al 

(2018a). In the previous study, force ratio data for 9 shoe-floor contaminant conditions were 

recorded and combined with RCOF values to predict the slip outcomes of 124 human slips 

(based on 89 participants). The shoe-floor-contaminant conditions were selected because 

human slip data were available for these conditions. The present study reanalyzes the force 

ratio time-series data using different averaging intervals to assess the impact of the averaging 

interval on ACOF repeatability and validity in predicting slip events. As such, the 

methodological approach will only be briefly described in this current study.

2.1. Review of previous study

In the previous study (Iraqi et al., 2018a), data from multiple studies, where human 

participants were exposed to slippery contaminants, were pooled. For all of these studies, 

ethics approval was received from the University of Pittsburgh Internal Review Board and all 

participants provided informed consent prior to participation. The participants were young 

and healthy. Participants donned a harness and reflective markers. Participants completed at 

least 3 baseline trials on dry ground before being unexpectedly exposed to a slippery liquid 

contaminant. Many of the participants then changed to a different pair of footwear, 

performed at least 15 baseline walking trials to allow them to return to baseline gait, and 

then were exposed to a second liquid contaminant. Data from the second exposure was not 

included if the participant experienced a slip during the first exposure or if they showed 

other signs of anticipation as described in Beschorner et al. (2019).

Ground reaction forces were analyzed to determine the RCOF values from unperturbed gait 

data. Kinematic data were analyzed to determine slip outcomes (i.e., occurrence of slipping). 

RCOF was averaged across multiple baseline gait trials preceding the exposure to the 

contaminant. The RCOF was extracted based on the ratio of friction to vertical force 

consistent with previously described methods (Beschorner et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2011; 

Iraqi et al., 2018a). The slip outcome (slip and no slip) was based on whether the heel 

slipping distance exceeded 30 mm (Iraqi et al., 2018a; Iraqi et al., 2018b; Jones et al., 2018; 

Leamon and Son, 1989). Heel slipping distance was defined as the displacement between 

slip-start and end-of-slip. The timing of slip-start and end-of-slip were defined based on 

local minima in the heel slipping speed.

Nine footwear designs and one flooring (vinyl composite tile flooring, Armstrong 

Earthstone ®) were included. High viscosity contaminants were utilized including diluted 
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glycerol (50% to 90% glycerol; 50 to 10% water) and canola oil (see supplementary table 

for detailed information of the contaminants used). For these studies, the contaminant was 

typically selected to achieve moderately slippery condition to enable differentiation in the 

proportion of slip events across footwear.

The Portable Slip Simulator tribometer (Aschan et al., 2005; Iraqi et al., 2018a; Jones et al., 

2018; Moghaddam and Beschorner, 2016) was used to quantify ACOF of the shoe-floor-

contaminant combinations. This device contains electromagnetic linear motors that apply a 

vertical force and horizontal sliding motion. A force plate beneath the floor surface records 

ground reaction forces at 1080 Hz. The device was operated in the prior study using 

different vertical forces, sliding speeds and shoe angles. Given that the best slip predictions 

were observed for the test conditions, 250 N (± 25 N) normal force, 17° shoe angle, and 0.5 

m/s sliding speed (Iraqi et al., 2018a) and that these methods are prescribed in a draft testing 

standard (ANSI/NFSI, 2019), force data from these test methods were considered in the 

present study. Loading rate was not specifically controlled in this study but had a mean 

(standard deviation) of 2200 (500) N/s. Data were collected over three sessions for each 

shoe-floor-contaminant condition with five trials in each session. Between each session, the 

footwear and flooring were removed from the device, cleaned and reattached to the device. 

The force ratio time-series were calculated as the ratio of the resultant friction force to the 

normal force after the normal force first exceeded 250 N (Figure 2).

2.2. Data Analysis Methods

The ACOF values were calculated over four time-intervals: 2 ms (2 data points), 50 ms, 100 

ms, and 200 ms. All of the averaging intervals started at the first datum when the normal 

force reached the target force (250 N).

2.2.1. Repeatability and bias across averaging intervals—Repeatability will be 

presented in two ways: within-session repeatability recorded within the same testing session 

and between-session repeatability. Between-session repeatability reflects the variation 

inherent in setting up the device and preparing the test materials.

ANOVA methods were used to assess within-session and between-session repeatability. To 

test within-session repeatability, the variance was calculated across the trial replicates for 

each session and footwear-contaminant combination. An ANOVA was used to test the 

impact of footwear type, session, and averaging interval on the transformed within-session 

variance. To test between-session repeatability, the variance was calculated across the three 

sessions for each footwear and each of the four averaging intervals. This variance was the 

dependent variable and footwear type and averaging interval were the independent variables. 

The between-session repeatability data set lacked the degrees of freedom to include 

interaction effects and so only main effects were included in these models. A log 

transformation was applied to within-session and between-session variance values to achieve 

normally-distributed residual values. Post-hoc Tukey HSD analyses were performed to make 

comparisons across footwear designs and across testing sessions (for the within-session 

repeatability analysis). If a significant time-interval effect was observed, Dunnett’s test was 

used to compare the three shorter time-interval conditions relative to the 200 ms interval 
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condition. Standard deviation values across footwear designs were combined and reported as 

root mean square error for each averaging interval.

Bias was examined by performing an ANOVA with the mean ACOF values across session 

and repetitions as the dependent variable and the following independent variables: shoe, 

averaging interval, and their interaction. If averaging interval was significant, this would 

indicate a bias across the different averaging time-intervals. In this case, a Dunnett’s test was 

performed to determine the testing conditions that deviated from the existing method (200 

ms). The interaction term was included to determine if differential bias existed across the 

footwear designs.

2.2.2. Validity analysis—The validity of each of the averaging intervals was assessed 

by developing logistic regression models with ACOF-RCOF as the regressor and slip 

outcome of each trial as the dependent variable. A separate model was developed for each 

time-interval. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were developed to map 

sensitivity and specificity of the model. For each of the intervals, the ROC curves were 

compared using a χ2 test (Beschorner et al., 2019). Specifically, the three shorter intervals 

(2, 50, 100 ms) were compared relative to the longer time-interval (i.e., current practice, 200 

ms, Bonferroni correction: 0.05/3 = 0.017).

3. Results

The root mean square (RMS) of the within-session variance ranged from 0.0011 to 0.0022. 

The within-session variance was influenced by the footwear condition (F8,94 = 3.7, p = 

0.001) and by the averaging interval (F3,94 = 19.1, p<0.001) (Figure 3A). The within-session 

variance did not systematically differ across the three sessions (F2,94 = 1.2, p = 0.32). On 

average, the within-session variance was approximately 0.001 higher for the 2 ms interval 

than the other intervals. The within-session variance (Figure 3A) was low compared to the 

between-session variance (Figure 3B) and compared to typical ACOF values (Figure 4). The 

between-session repeatability had an RMS error of between 0.0086 and 0.0088 and did not 

significantly differ across averaging intervals (F3,24 = 0.2, p =0.884) (Figure 3B). The 

between-session repeatability varied across footwear types (F8,24 = 7.3, p <0.001). In 

particular, S3 had greater between-session repeatability than B2, S4, S5, and S2NT and S1, 

B3 and B1 had greater between-session repeatability than S2NT (see supplementary table 

for more information on shoe codes).

The ACOF was influenced by the averaging interval (F3,504 = 3.1, p=0.026) (Figure 4). The 

mean ACOF values for the 2 ms interval were approximately 0.002 lower than the other 

averaging intervals (Figure 4, “Combined”). No interaction effect between interval and 

footwear was observed (F24, 504 = 1.5; p = 0.060).

A shorter averaging interval was associated with small improvements in slip predictions. 

The logistic regression fit models (Figure 5A) were nearly identical across the four time 

intervals. The 200 ms time-interval method was associated with an area under the ROC of 

0.815. The area under the curve was 0.819, 0.823 and 0.830 for the 100 ms, 50 ms and 2 ms 

time-interval methods, respectively (Table 1). The only one of these methods with an ROC 
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curve that reached significance relative to the existing averaging method was 2 ms (χ2
(1) = 

7.6, p=0.006), which achieved a small improvement in area under the curve (0.015) (Figure 

5B).

4. Discussion

Reducing the averaging interval had a small impact on the repeatability, bias, and validity of 

the test methods. While these changes were statistically significant, the effect sizes were 

small. The small effects indicate that ACOF was not sensitive to the time-interval duration. 

In particular, using an averaging interval of 50 ms led to no significant changes in 

repeatability, no significant bias, and no significant change in the prediction of slips. 

Furthermore, by reducing the averaging interval from 200 ms to 50 ms, the testing distance 

required is reduced by 75 mm (given a 0.5 m/s testing speed). Thus, the averaging interval of 

50 ms offers an important advantage without any notable disadvantage.

The results are somewhat consistent with previous research. For example, the time-ACOF 

relationship has shown that longer contact times led to slightly larger ACOF values on 

average (Grönqvist et al., 2003; Grönqvist et al., 1989). Furthermore, that study found that 

the results stabilized as the slide time continued to increase. The present study found that the 

shortest time-interval (2 ms) had slightly lower ACOF values than the 3 longer time-

intervals and a stabilization of values was observed for averaging intervals of 50 ms and 

longer. The interval where this stabilization occurred was smaller in this study (50 ms) than 

the previous research (250 ms) (Grönqvist et al., 2003). However, Gronqvist et al. referenced 

their contact times from heel contact as opposed to the time when the normal force reached 

steady-state. Thus, these differences in stabilization times may be explained through 

methodological differences.

An important contribution of this study is that it quantifies the repeatability of the device. 

The within-session repeatability was very small (<0.005) and the between-session 

repeatability was below 0.01 (a common resolution for ACOF reports (ASTM, 2019)). 

However, the between-session repeatability was as high as 0.013 for some shoes. This upper-

limit of variability should be considered by operators when interpreting data with this 

device.

Utilizing a shorter testing distance has important practical implications regarding the types 

of surfaces that can be tested. Given that 150 ms relative to heel contact is commonly 

required to achieve the force (Figure 2), which is then maintained for 200 ms, approximately 

350 ms is needed to complete the test (ANSI/NFSI, 2019). Thus, the shoe typically travels 

175 mm during a test. Assuming that 50 mm of the shoe is in contact during a test (Jones et 

al., 2018; Singh and Beschorner, 2014), the test requires approximately 225 mm of a 

consistent flooring surface to complete a test. Standard testing floor samples come in lengths 

of 300 mm (ASTM, 2016) and 150 mm (ASTM, 2019; SATRA Technology, 2019). Using an 

averaging interval of 50 ms reduces the total uninterrupted floor distance to approximately 

150 mm. Thus, reducing the averaging interval to 50 ms can enable the test to be applied to 

all of the current standard flooring.
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Considerations beyond the scope of this study may be important when selecting the 

averaging interval. As mentioned previously, a major implication of the time-interval is the 

size of the floor sample that can be tested. Another consideration could be surfaces or 

tribometers where stick-slip occurs. In these cases, using a time-interval long enough to 

include multiple periods of this variation should be considered. These other considerations 

should be prioritized when selecting the time-interval.

Some limitations of the study should be acknowledged. While all of the tests built up normal 

force within 200 ms of heel contact, the force buildup rate was not precisely controlled. 

Thus, the tests did not reflect the total contact time but rather the time after the force reached 

the target force. Further inquiry into the interaction between heel contact time and the time-

interval duration may be warranted. Furthermore, the study only considered a single flooring 

and expanding this study to a wider variety of floorings may yield new insights. Lastly, the 

results of this study may not necessarily apply when substantial slip-stick is observed as can 

happen with non-oily contaminant conditions (Jones et al., 2018).

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that the averaging interval and subsequently the 

testing distance specified in the ANSI/NFSI B101.7 test method can be substantially 

shortened with minimal influence on bias, repeatability, or validity for predicting slips 

(ANSI/NFSI, 2019). This will enable the test method to be applicable to more flooring 

surfaces. Thus, it is recommended that test methods incorporate a shorter time-interval of 50 

ms.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• Impact of time-interval on friction repeatability, bias, and validity was tested

• Four time-intervals (2, 50, 100 and 200 ms) were considered

• Coefficient of friction values and their repeatability were insensitive to the 

interval

• Results support using shorter intervals to test smaller floor samples
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Figure 1: 
Example of friction and normal forces from a shoe-floor ACOF trial with a 100 ms 

averaging time-interval. The vertical gray line represents heel contact; the dashed vertical 

line represents when the normal force first reaches the target force; the vertical black line 

represents the end of the averaging time-interval; and the horizontal, dashed, gray line 

represents the target normal force (250 N). Note that the shoe has reached steady-state 

sliding speed at the moment of heel contact as previously described for this test method 

(Iraqi et al., 2018a).
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Figure 2: 
A representative time-series of forces (left axis, black lines) and force ratio (FF(t)/FN(t)) 

(gray line, right axis). Friction (FF(t)) (dotted line) refers to the vector sum of the friction 

force perpendicular to the sliding direction and the friction force in the sliding direction. The 

black, vertical, dotted line is the start of the averaging interval, which occurs when the 

normal force (FN(t)) first exceeds the threshold (marked with the gray, horizontal, dotted 

line) of 250 N. The end of the averaging interval is labeled for 2 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms and 200 

ms with vertical solid black lines.
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Figure 3: 
Within-session (A) and between-session (B) standard deviation values for each averaging 

interval and footwear type. For within-session, data is averaged across sessions for each 

footwear. The error bars in A represent the standard deviation across session. The combined 

bars (A and B) represent the root mean square error with error bars representing standard 

deviations across footwear type.
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Figure 4: 
ACOF values for each shoe when calculated using the different interval times. Error bars 

represent the between-session standard deviation. Combined represents the mean value 

across the nine footwear designs. The error bars for the combined represent the between-

session standard deviation of these mean values.
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Figure 5: 
A: Logistic regression fit models for the four time-intervals. B: Receiver Operating 

Characteristic Curves for the four time-intervals.
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Table 1:

Results of the logistic regression analysis ranked from highest area under the curve (AUC) to lowest AUC. The 

β values represent the coefficients for the logistic regression curve (consistent with the notation described in 

(Iraqi et al., 2018a)). The “Optim Sens” and “Optim Spec” represents the sensitivity and specificity, 

respectively, corresponding to the point in the receiver operating characteristic curve that best balances 

sensitivity and specificity.

Rank Averaging interval β0 β1 p-value AUC Optim Sens Optim Spec

1‡ 2 ms −5.36 −39.9 <0.001 0.830 82.2 74.7

2 50 ms −4.95 −36.9 <0.001 0.823 80.0 75.9

3 100 ms −4.85 −36.3 <0.001 0.819 80.0 74.7

4 200 ms −4.76 −35.5 <0.001 0.815 66.7 84.8

‡
Indicates a significantly higher ROC curve relative to the existing method’s averaging interval (200 ms).
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